Hello,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the short term rental ordinance being considered by the council. As the ordinance
is drafted it appears to be 1) confusing, 2) punitive, and 3) onerous. I would add that the issues it attempts to address,
are not actually issues in general. Off-street parking is not typically a a problem in most St. Paul communities, and when
it is there is already parking ordinances in place. Social gatherings are not typically issues either and quite frankly are
more of a concern for a short term rental host than the city.
As an AirBnb traveler it is clear to me that there are a ton of benefits to Airbnb, and short term rentals in general. As a
traveler it is great to be able to connect with people that live in the community (domestically and internationally). I have
found it a great way to learn about the town I am visiting, the stores, restaurants, coffee shops in the local communities
that would have been missed if I were staying at a hotel. I have also thought that the hosts I have met over the years are
just terrific people! I think that it's great that technology has made it possible for people to leverage what they own and
make money from it. For some it is the difference between a nice lifestyle, and one where it is hard to make ends meet
while also benefiting travelers and the communities being visited.
In summary, please oppose this ordinance and instead pass one more like the one in Minneapolis which is clear, logical
and most importantly founded in fairness.
Best Regards,
Casey
Hi Councilmember Dan Bostrom and Scott Renstrom,
As a citizen of Saint Paul, I want to encourage Councilmember Bostrom to vote to reject the current draft regulations
and request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that mirror those in Minneapolis. Hosting with Airbnb is a
way for people to afford to stay in their homes—a necessary reality in a Ward that includes so many older homes that
require ongoing upkeep. Airbnb is also a way to provide affordable family lodging. Not everyone can afford the cost of a
hotel or B&B.
Minneapolis is embracing this new model. If Saint Paul goes forward with regulations that are more restrictive, many
hosts will look to Minneapolis for future investments. My typical guests - families on a budget, older couples looking for
a more home-like option, and millennials - will also go across the river for their stay, and will spend their vacation dollars
in Minneapolis.
Please vote to reject the current draft regulations and request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that
mirror those in Minneapolis.
Tess Galati
651-210-6799

Dear Council members:

RE: A proposed short-term rental ordinance for Saint Paul

Please return the “Saint Paul Short-Term Rental Draft Ordinance” to the
Commission, and ask them to revise it to reflect what the City of
Minneapolis Ordinance has included. The Minneapolis Ordinance is clear,
logical, and above all fair. Saint Paul’s proposed draft is not.
It is unfair to put Saint Paul’s businesses and neighborhoods at risk just to
protect a few hotels, inns, and Bed and Breakfast establishments. We were
advised no serious impact study has been conducted in Saint Paul. At the
very least this should be a requisite before moving forward.
Many thanks for your consideration.
Jayson R. Engquist & David A. Winkworth (Saint Paul residents)
433 Holly Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55102
HOME: (651) 340-5102
CELL: (914) 649-0844
E-MAIL: ORGJRE@GMAIL.COM

To the St. Paul City Council Members:
Please return the Short Term Rental Draft Ordinance to the Commission, and ask them to revise it to mirror the
Minneapolis Ordinance. The Minneapolis Ordinance is logical, clear, and fair, and Saint Paul’s is not. St. Paul's draft
ordinance is unclear, arbitrary, confusing, and gives us onerous rules to deal with.
It would have helped if the process had started with an impact study. In Minneapolis, the Council approached Short Term Rentals as a new
phenomenon and considered what they bring to the city. Minneapolis found that short-term rentals, like AirBnB and VRBO, help older
citizens remain in their homes. I'm one of those individuals and I believe there is economic room for all different kinds of rental businesses
in our city, not just hotels, inns, and bed and breakfasts. Please don't saddle us with onerous rules.
Please use the Minneapolis ordinance as a model for St. Paul's. Thank you for your consideration.

Warm regards,
Kay Schwarzrock
Ashland House, LLC
2013 Ashland Ave.
St. Paul, MN 555104
651.470.0014

Casey Norderdale left message to vote no on the short Rental and suggests something closer to the Minneapolis version.
She uses B&B and is a fan of them. They provide benefits to people and their issues are very small. No address left.
Selena left message to revise the short term rental ordinance to mimic the Minneapolis’. No address but 55104 zip was
mentioned.

Ms. Middlecamp (Ward 5) left a message for CM Bostrom to vote to send Short Term Rentals back to the committee.
There is more work to be done.
Short Term Rental Public Comment

Phone messages:

Sarena Stone, 10XX Central Ave W. Please return the Short Term Rental Draft Ordinance to the commission. Revise to
mirror the Minneapolis ordinance. The Minneapolis ordinance is simple, St. Paul’s is not simple or fair.
From: Tess Galati [mailto:tessgalati@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 16, 2017 5:24 PM
To: #CI-StPaul_Ward2 <Ward2@ci.stpaul.mn.us>
Subject: Wednesday's vote on Short Term Rentals

Hi Councilmember Rebecca Noeker and Taina Maki,
As a citizen of Saint Paul, I want to encourage Councilmember Noeker to vote to reject the current draft regulations and
request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that mirror those in Minneapolis. Hosting with Airbnb is a way
for people to afford to stay in their homes—a necessary reality in a Ward that includes so many older homes that
require ongoing upkeep. Airbnb is also a way to provide affordable family lodging. Not everyone can afford the cost of a
hotel or B&B.
Minneapolis is embracing this new model. If Saint Paul goes forward with regulations that are more restrictive, many
hosts will look to Minneapolis for future investments. My typical guests - families on a budget, older couples looking for
a more home-like option, and millennials - will also go across the river for their stay, and will spend their vacation dollars
in Minneapolis.
Please vote to reject the current draft regulations and request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that
mirror those in Minneapolis.
Tess Galati
Re: ORD. 17-18 — Short-Term Rental

City Council Members,

For your consideration, the news article below may be of interest in the October 4, 2017, review

and decision for adopting the proposed Short-Term Rental (STR) language, since the logic for the
STR language was based on that used to approve Uber type platforms in St. Paul—the article lists
similar concerns to those brought up during the Planning Commission STR proposed language
review process. The similarities of concern are: scrubbing of data by the platform services,
lowering regulatory and safety standards, and how employment is being defined (ex. STRs
workers are being treated as domestic vs employees with few if any protections). Also
disconcerting is the size of the companies telling cities and citizens what to do (for example,
AirBnB says they “will pay taxes IF it is reasonable”—personally I didn’t realize this was an
option—we thought we needed to pay our taxes as assessed.)
Thank you.
London says it won't renew Uber's license

CNN Money
London's transport authority announced Friday that it will not renew Uber's license, saying the
company is not "fit and proper" to operate in the city. Read the full story
Dear Planning Commission,
I would like to make an objection to the extremely large Short-Term Rental Platform Licensing FEE. Of $7000 annually.
I have a platform and it is for local use. Having such a high fee would make it impossible for any local company to
compete with Airbnb or VRBO and to provide another source for short term owners to advertise.
Is there any possible way to have a more reasonable fee for platforms that are not National to continue to operate with
properties in St. Paul. You are making it impossible for even a property owner to have his or her own website to
advertise their property as well. Giving the entire rental market place to the large companies like VRBO, Expedia or
Airbnb.
In my opinion, completely unfair to squeeze out your own local businesses that in turn spend their money in the State
and instead force all owners to have to work with the giant companies in order to rent their home.
Please consider making some sort of change for local platforms.
With Gratitude,
Lance Bondhus

St. Paul City Council
Submitted September 20, 2017 for consideration by the St. Paul City Council
(Updated to the June 2, 2017 City of St. Paul Planning Commission
Short-Term Rental, Public Hearing)
Pam and Cory Biladeau
Corban Manor Inn~~Bed and Breakfast
96 Virginia Street

St. Paul, MN 55102
City Council Members, my husband Cory and I are residents of Saint Paul, as well as licensed Bed and
Breakfast owners; we would like to thank the Planning Commission for the opportunity to speak.
Based on a study conducted by the city of Saint Paul, there are approximately 250+ unlicensed rental
properties, which the city has deemed “illegal” rentals We applaud the city officials for recognizing this,
and agree with their designation. We are here in support of the Department of Safety & Inspection’s
mission of: “To preserve and improve the quality of life in Saint Paul by protecting and
promoting
public health and safety for all.”
We absolutely love Saint Paul and are both personally and financially committed to the health and
safety of our neighborhood.
It is unclear what short-term rentals (STRs) offer that is different from what is already being provided
by the licensed lodging industry—and the need for creating the proposed language. In fact, the current
laws offer several tiered licensing levels.
1) Federal Laws already allow STRs operations during large events like the Super Bowl, where
home
owners can rent up to 15 days a year tax-free--thereafter they are considered a business. (Note:
http://homesharetwincities.weebly.com/news for STRs is recommending between 5-10 times the
regular room price during the Super Bowl--keep in mind most of the STR prices are similar to
licensed lodging and are only being doubled.)
2) For those 'that want to make a little extra money,” renting one bedroom is a very easy
process
and does not even require a CUP; nor is it expensive.
3) Renting more than one bedroom has a larger impact on a residential neighborhood and currently
requires a CUP process so residents have input on businesses opening next door. (Note: Out of the
identified 250+ STR properties, most have multiple rooms under one listing and multiple properties
so the impact on residentially zoned areas is substantially more than 250 rooms.)
4) There is also an option to request a variance allowing more than four guest-rooms.
The only real difference in the proposed language, compared to the current laws, is that it will
allow
residential neighborhoods to unabatedly become business districts without input from
residents
who would now be living next to a hotel (most residents do not know this is happening
because of
omission in fully explaining the impact of using the “family definition”. Interestingly licensed
bed and
breakfasts are limited to four guest rooms—so in addition to allowing unabated businesses
(STR’s) in
residential areas there is no limit on the number of guests or the ability to regulate abuses
if/when
there are more than the four guests who are non-related; further exacerbating the true
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impact/volume of business conducted in residential neighborhoods. Case studies show that
after
lowering their regulatory requirements (in hopes that STRs would register and pay taxes)
allowing
STRs that only 12% of the identified hosts registered. So, what makes anyone think that STRs
taxes
will suddenly be remitted and that these illegal STRs will limit guests to four non-related
adults when

they advertise 3-10 bedrooms? For example, I highly doubt that they will limit one guest to
each
bedroom in a four-bedroom home!
GAPS IN THE PROPOSED LANGUAGE
Enforcement
The proposed language also requires licensing on-line rental platforms (ex. Airbnb). However, even if
the city is successful in creating a contract with Airbnb (and the other 15 or so on-line short-term rental
platforms) to share information about who is renting; this will not capture the tax revenues for those
repeat guests who connect with hosts and rent directly (allowing both guests and hosts to avoid the 318% fees charged by on-line platforms). It also seems unrealistic that it will be possible to create an
agreement with ALL rental platforms. Hawaii and other states do not have enough regulatory staff to
monitor and enforce the licensing requirements and have implement steep penalties against STRs who
do not follow regulations and the laws. We recommend the city of St. Paul consider penalties for
noncompliance
as well.
“Family Occupancy” Definition
We strongly urge the council to not approve the proposed language; but rather decide what is truly
different about STRs and adjust that language. Our observation is that the proposed language
redefines lodging rentals as residential lodging, rather than a business. The justification is that if rooms
are being rented in a residential home, they are somehow not a business and fall under “Family
Definition”.
*Note: Family Occupancy definition does not limit the number of guests or guest rooms--Think “19
Children and counting”! Although we are told that the family definition can only be four adults—this
is a misnomer, and omission, of what this language really means; because in addition to the four
adults, it allows their grown children, their grown children and their children. HOW CAN THIS POSSIBLY
BE REGULATED?
There is an argument that STR traffic would be the same as if a family lived in the home. The difference
is that our neighbors know the people that they are inviting into their home and I can’t think of a single
neighbor that entertains guests every night, or even very frequently.
If this will not be considered, we ask the proposed language not be passed without addressing the
following:
1) Not approving the “family occupancy” definition, but instead quantify the number of guest rooms
and number of occupants for each bedroom including square footage requirements per state and
local law).
1a) Address parking and other congestion issues and define parking requirements.
1b) Block large investment groups from destabilizing a neighborhood with transient properties.
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What recourse do neighbors have to complain about increased traffic associated with this
type of
business lodging? Our concern is that there will be no recourse for the residents because the
STRs
will be in “compliance” with very few restriction. This in-turn would put the city in the position
of
limiting their ability to address resident’s complaints because STRs have few requirements
and
would be “in compliance” with these new laws.
FAIR PLAYING FIELD
The proposed language is not simply an unfair playing field--it is unjust. We made our business plan
based on current licensing laws, permitted use and zoning (which requires licensed BnBs to be 1,000
feet apart and limits guest rooms to four).

Unlike several of the STR hosts--who we have heard from first-hand, quit their jobs and are
able to
solely live on the STR income--most licensed Bed and Breakfast (BnB) owners do not make
enough
money to quit their jobs or have retirement income. The lodging industry states it takes at
least ten
guest rooms to make enough profit to serve as a sustainable single-source income. This put
into
perspective the amount of money being taken in by these STRs, who we have heard quit their
jobs
and live solely off of the STR income. We provide this amenity to the neighborhood because
we feel
that it provides a wonderful amenity to our neighborhood, it is personally fulfilling and
provides
supplemental income for the upkeep of our historic home.
FINAL COMMENTS
We believe the city has an obligation to protect their residents and uphold the current lodging laws,
permitted uses, and zoning. While STRs are a business, they have not been, nor will be held to the
same standards as licensed lodging businesses if the proposed language is approved. We love our
neighborhood and St. Paul—we are proud to share and showcase its, beauty, history and unique
character with visitors. We do not believe it is in the best interest of our residents and visitors to lower
the current regulatory standards, licensing requirements, permitted use or zoning.
Short-term rentals are nothing new! The only thing new about the “new economy” is that it is
an
underground economy where laws, permitted uses, and zoning are blatantly not followed-most
don’t follow employment laws, pay the 10.625% taxes, fees, or buy business insurance. We
were
literally laughed at by STR owners who simply couldn’t comprehend why we followed the law!!! We
explained, that we thought following the law is the bedrock of society and if laws are not followed
chaos ensues. Even with this explanation, they couldn’t understand because they couldn’t imagine
regulators will be able to make them comply.
Case studies show that lowering standards achieves minimal compliance. For example, prior to the
settlement agreement, San Francisco had required hosts to “register” with the city, however only 2100
of the 8000+ had done so. Other cities such as Charlotte NC have had a similar experience with only
12% complying with the lowered requirements. Furthermore, one STR owner in a public meeting said
that she didn’t care what the city decided, she was going to continue to rent out her five bedrooms.
We object to the unjust and disproportionate advantages being given to unlicensed STRs—we have
been held to the highest interpretation of laws while going through the CUP process, pay 10.625%
lodging and related taxes, business insurance, followed ordinances and employment laws—that were
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implemented without distinction of our small size! It appears from past actions, and based on the lack
of success by others states, that even when regulatory standards are lowered, or removed, many STRs
will be unwilling to follow the laws.
Therefore, we are asking for the same opportunity to make a living as STRs by automatically
grandfathering the following language for currently licensed bed and breakfasts:
1) Increasing the number of bedrooms from four to ten (including accessory buildings).
2) Allow unlimited numbers of employee hires.
3) Continue to designate BnBs as residential for code compliance.
PROOF THE PROPOSED LANUGAGE IS NOT NEEDED

We have heard many emotional statements about the benefits of short-term rentals. Each and every
one of these arguments can be answered by asking the question: WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH
NOT FOLLOWING THE LAW? Since, licensed BnB owners have the same concerns and provide the same
lodging services as unlicensed STRs, these “I can’t follow the law because” arguments just don’t hold
up. For Example:
• I’m not following the law because: “I couldn’t afford my current house I have” if I followed the
law.
• I’m not following the law because: “I want to be free to do the type of work I want to do.”
• I’m not following the law because: “I need the money.”
• I’m not following the law because: “I should be able to do what I want with my home.” (Try
opening a liquor store in your bedroom.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I have health issues.” (So do my husband and I and I can
certainly empathize it takes a lot of energy to host!)
• I’m not following the law because: “This is a new business model.” (Using a person’s home as
lodging is not new! Having a $31 billion dollar company calling the shots is also not new. AirBnB
says they will support paying “reasonable” taxes.” I didn’t realize I had the subjective choice of
paying taxes and determining how much I would pay.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I already pay property taxes on my home.” (Try telling that
to the IRS who clearly defines income from STRs as taxable income!)
• I’m not following the law because: “I support visitors to spend money in the area.” (Your saying
that licensed lodging or being licensed would prohibit this. Really? We actually do this AND pay
taxes, fees, follow employee laws, AND support visitor centers via membership fees all while
being licensed and following the law!)
• I’m not following the law because: “I serve as ambassador to visitors, especially those from
other countries.” (I didn’t realize that the people we hosted from China, Afghanistan,
Zimbabwe, etc. couldn’t be hosted if you were licensed.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I offer a unique experience” from licensed lodging (Try
telling that to the pre-post operation guests that we provided bendable straws, water carafes,
pop cycles, ice packs, tables next to the bed, etc. all while being licensed.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I keep my yard picked up, mowed, house painted and make
improvements.” (Seriously, you’re using the threat of not following yet another law as a
bargaining chip as to why you are not following the lodging laws?)
• I’m not following the law because: “Summit University has a lot of money and we don’t.”
(Really? Many of the residents bought their homes in the 70’s and fought to create the
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beautiful neighborhood we have today. Interestingly many of the STR who have testified own
homes that are more expensive than ours!)
• I’m not following the law because: “I didn’t save money (because in another business, I
followed employment laws and paid employees well.)”
• I’m not following the law because: “STR traffic would be the same as if a family lived in the
home.” (The real difference is that our neighbors know the people that they are inviting into
their home and I can’t think of a single neighbor that entertains guests every night, or even very
frequently.)
MULTI-PROPERTY INVESTMENT GROUPS
We are concerned about the non-owner occupied, multi-property STRS:
• Multi-property owners make up six percent of the hosts on Airbnb, but bring in 40 percent of
Airbnb’s revenue. In other words, a lot of the hosts on Airbnb and other rental platforms are
large multi-property investors.
• Members of the Vacation Rental Alliance of Minnesota have a $15,000.00 “International Service

Provider Membership”. (Compared to Minnesota Bed and Breakfast Association whose
maximum membership is $700 for members with 50 rooms or more; most pay under $300.00).
This is not your “just trying to make a little extra money” group. No wonder they want to have
the City pass language that changes residential zoning into business districts and bypass current
residential zoning requirements for lodging.
CONCLUSION
We ask the city to please consider using the current lodging licensing laws and permitted use and
zoning--with the exception of adding the single difference with STRs and allowing the option to not
serve breakfasts.
Thank you for your consideration of these requests and opportunity to give input.

Professional Association of Innkeepers International, “News You Can Use”
March 8, 2017 Newsletter
Excerpt from: Airbnb Agreements with State and Local Tax Agencies
A Formula for Undermining Tax Fairness, Transparency and the Rule of Law

AIRBNB is coming to your town - and we're not referencing only the 'hosts' - the company
continues its efforts to evade the regulations addressing safety, local codes, and support of
tourism marketing thru taxation throughout the country. We share the entire update with you, our
readers, as we advocate for fair & just regulations for all providers of lodging.
Washington, D.C. -- A new report outlining the dangers to states and municipalities of the tax
agreements some have been entering into with lodging behemoth Airbnb has been released
today, Tuesday, March 7th. Tax administration expert Dan R. Bucks, who was Executive
Director of the Multistate Tax Commission and ran the Montana Dept. of Revenue authored the
study.
In a conference call this afternoon, Bucks made the following statement:
"Having studied 12 of the 200 supposed 'voluntary tax agreements' Airbnb has entered into with
states and localities - nearly all of which have been kept secret at Airbnb's demand - it is clear
they are actually not tax agreements at all, and they do nothing to insure the right amount of tax
will be collected."
"The agreements Airbnb is getting states and cities to sign do not require Airbnb to disclose all
information relevant to its tax status, and they consciously shield with secrecy the identity and
addresses of local lodging operators, or 'hosts' as Airbnb calls them. They do not contain actual
tax information. In short, they do not do what normal tax agreements do."
"So, what are these agreements? They are, in truth, rules that grant special privileges to Airbnb
and its lodging operations. They are rules because they cover multiple decisions - not just tax
issues - sprawling across a range of policy and administrative issues by:
• giving unjustified amnesty to Airbnb and its lodging operators,
• granting broad tax and regulatory benefits to a large class of unidentified beneficiarieslodging
operators-who are not signatories of the agreements,
• creating unusual and unprecedented limits on tax administration-especially audits and
information sharing-that are a radical departure from normal practices and undermine the
proper accountability for taxes collected, reported and paid,
• shielding in multiple layers of secrecy the identity and location of lodging operators to
prevent the enforcement of tax and regulatory laws that affect public health and safety
and the quality of community life, and
• restricting the public, the media and other agencies from knowing about and participating
in the public policy decisions made in these agreements."
"The Airbnb lodging most relevant are commercial-style facilities with one to several units
where the operators do not live in them but rent them out full-time. This is not home-sharing.
While home-sharing is often legal, commercial-style rentals more likely violate zoning or
housing laws. Airbnb's revenue growth is shifting toward commercial-style lodging, so hiding
these facilities from public agencies to keep them from being shut down for zoning or housing

violations benefits Airbnb's revenues."
"It is a myth that Airbnb employs a special business model deserving special treatment. Airbnb
uses an old model, well-known in taxation. Airbnb is a retailer working with lodging operators their 'hosts' - who are wholesalers delivering the final product to the consumer. For tax purposes,
states have designed dual reporting with a coordinated, single payment system to fit this model.
There is nothing new here that justifies these agreements with their special features."
"The report analyzes the texts of 12 publicly released Airbnb agreements. There are reportedly
200 such agreements, most of which are being held secret for now. These 12 agreements do not
contain anything confidential. Since Airbnb has sought similar agreements across the country, it
is likely the bulk of the remaining agreements should also be released publicly."
The report calls upon agencies to stop signing Airbnb's deeply flawed agreements. The
agreements provide unjustified and unprecedented favoritism for Airbnb and its lodging
operators through a broad range of tax and regulatory handouts not available to other citizens and
businesses. The gifts these agreements grant to Airbnb and its operators are unfair to other
taxpayers, to lodging competitors and to citizens simply looking for a place to live.
"The agreements do not even guarantee that Airbnb's lodging tax payments will be full and
accurate. Airbnb gets to keep its books and records secret from tax agencies and provide only
anonymous data for tax auditors-data that could be fact or fiction. These provisions insulate
Airbnb from accountability for the taxes they pay. While there is no evidence of tax abuses-only
a thorough, independent audit of books and records could determine that - and the agreements
appear specifically designed to make audits impossible or as difficult as possible.
"As a final note, I would hope the press would consider independent action of its own to seek
release of more of these agreements to the extent that they do not contain confidential
information. We see no evidence that any of them appear to."
Dan Bucks has served as Director of the Montana Department of Revenue (2005-2013) and as
Executive Director of the Multistate Tax Commission (1988-2004). Prior to that he held
executive positions in both Montana and South Dakota state governments back to 1971. He
currently serves as a revenue policy and administration consultant and is a contributor to State
Tax Notes. A copy of the report is
available: https://www.ahla.com/sites/default/files/Airbnb_Tax_Agreement_Report_0.pdf
####
From: Casey Nordendale [mailto:cnordendale@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:00 PM
Subject: Oppose the Proposed Short Term Rental Ordinance
Hello,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the short term rental ordinance being considered by the council. As the ordinance
is drafted it appears to be 1) confusing, 2) punitive, and 3) onerous. I would add that the issues it attempts to address,
are not actually issues in general. Off-street parking is not typically a a problem in most St. Paul communities, and when
it is there is already parking ordinances in place. Social gatherings are not typically issues either and quite frankly are
more of a concern for a short term rental host than the city.
As an AirBnb traveler it is clear to me that there are a ton of benefits to Airbnb, and short term rentals in general. As a
traveler it is great to be able to connect with people that live in the community (domestically and internationally). I have
found it a great way to learn about the town I am visiting, the stores, restaurants, coffee shops in the local communities
that would have been missed if I were staying at a hotel. I have also thought that the hosts I have met over the years are
just terrific people! I think that it's great that technology has made it possible for people to leverage what they own and
make money from it. For some it is the difference between a nice lifestyle, and one where it is hard to make ends meet
while also benefiting travelers and the communities being visited.

In summary, please oppose this ordinance and instead pass one more like the one in Minneapolis which is clear, logical
and most importantly founded in fairness.

Best Regards,
Casey
Hello,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the short term rental ordinance being considered by the council. As the ordinance
is drafted it appears to be 1) confusing, 2) punitive, and 3) onerous. I would add that the issues it attempts to address,
are not actually issues in general. Off-street parking is not typically a a problem in most St. Paul communities, and when
it is there is already parking ordinances in place. Social gatherings are not typically issues either and quite frankly are
more of a concern for a short term rental host than the city.
As an AirBnb traveler it is clear to me that there are a ton of benefits to Airbnb, and short term rentals in general. As a
traveler it is great to be able to connect with people that live in the community (domestically and internationally). I have
found it a great way to learn about the town I am visiting, the stores, restaurants, coffee shops in the local communities
that would have been missed if I were staying at a hotel. I have also thought that the hosts I have met over the years are
just terrific people! I think that it's great that technology has made it possible for people to leverage what they own and
make money from it. For some it is the difference between a nice lifestyle, and one where it is hard to make ends meet
while also benefiting travelers and the communities being visited.
In summary, please oppose this ordinance and instead pass one more like the one in Minneapolis which is clear, logical
and most importantly founded in fairness.
Best Regards,
Casey
Hi Councilmember Dan Bostrom and Scott Renstrom,
As a citizen of Saint Paul, I want to encourage Councilmember Bostrom to vote to reject the current draft regulations
and request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that mirror those in Minneapolis. Hosting with Airbnb is a
way for people to afford to stay in their homes—a necessary reality in a Ward that includes so many older homes that
require ongoing upkeep. Airbnb is also a way to provide affordable family lodging. Not everyone can afford the cost of a
hotel or B&B.
Minneapolis is embracing this new model. If Saint Paul goes forward with regulations that are more restrictive, many
hosts will look to Minneapolis for future investments. My typical guests - families on a budget, older couples looking for
a more home-like option, and millennials - will also go across the river for their stay, and will spend their vacation dollars
in Minneapolis.
Please vote to reject the current draft regulations and request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that
mirror those in Minneapolis.
Tess Galati
651-210-6799

Dear Council members:

RE: A proposed short-term rental ordinance for Saint Paul

Please return the “Saint Paul Short-Term Rental Draft Ordinance” to the
Commission, and ask them to revise it to reflect what the City of
Minneapolis Ordinance has included. The Minneapolis Ordinance is clear,
logical, and above all fair. Saint Paul’s proposed draft is not.
It is unfair to put Saint Paul’s businesses and neighborhoods at risk just to
protect a few hotels, inns, and Bed and Breakfast establishments. We were
advised no serious impact study has been conducted in Saint Paul. At the
very least this should be a requisite before moving forward.
Many thanks for your consideration.
Jayson R. Engquist & David A. Winkworth (Saint Paul residents)
433 Holly Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55102
HOME: (651) 340-5102
CELL: (914) 649-0844
E-MAIL: ORGJRE@GMAIL.COM

To the St. Paul City Council Members:
Please return the Short Term Rental Draft Ordinance to the Commission, and ask them to revise it to mirror the
Minneapolis Ordinance. The Minneapolis Ordinance is logical, clear, and fair, and Saint Paul’s is not. St. Paul's draft
ordinance is unclear, arbitrary, confusing, and gives us onerous rules to deal with.
It would have helped if the process had started with an impact study. In Minneapolis, the Council approached Short Term Rentals as a new
phenomenon and considered what they bring to the city. Minneapolis found that short-term rentals, like AirBnB and VRBO, help older
citizens remain in their homes. I'm one of those individuals and I believe there is economic room for all different kinds of rental businesses
in our city, not just hotels, inns, and bed and breakfasts. Please don't saddle us with onerous rules.
Please use the Minneapolis ordinance as a model for St. Paul's. Thank you for your consideration.

Warm regards,
Kay Schwarzrock

Ashland House, LLC
2013 Ashland Ave.
St. Paul, MN 555104
651.470.0014

Casey Norderdale left message to vote no on the short Rental and suggests something closer to the Minneapolis version.
She uses B&B and is a fan of them. They provide benefits to people and their issues are very small. No address left.
Selena left message to revise the short term rental ordinance to mimic the Minneapolis’. No address but 55104 zip was
mentioned.

Ms. Middlecamp (Ward 5) left a message for CM Bostrom to vote to send Short Term Rentals back to the committee.
There is more work to be done.
Short Term Rental Public Comment

Phone messages:

Sarena Stone, 10XX Central Ave W. Please return the Short Term Rental Draft Ordinance to the commission. Revise to
mirror the Minneapolis ordinance. The Minneapolis ordinance is simple, St. Paul’s is not simple or fair.
From: Tess Galati [mailto:tessgalati@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, September 16, 2017 5:24 PM
To: #CI-StPaul_Ward2 <Ward2@ci.stpaul.mn.us>
Subject: Wednesday's vote on Short Term Rentals

Hi Councilmember Rebecca Noeker and Taina Maki,
As a citizen of Saint Paul, I want to encourage Councilmember Noeker to vote to reject the current draft regulations and
request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that mirror those in Minneapolis. Hosting with Airbnb is a way
for people to afford to stay in their homes—a necessary reality in a Ward that includes so many older homes that
require ongoing upkeep. Airbnb is also a way to provide affordable family lodging. Not everyone can afford the cost of a
hotel or B&B.
Minneapolis is embracing this new model. If Saint Paul goes forward with regulations that are more restrictive, many
hosts will look to Minneapolis for future investments. My typical guests - families on a budget, older couples looking for
a more home-like option, and millennials - will also go across the river for their stay, and will spend their vacation dollars
in Minneapolis.

Please vote to reject the current draft regulations and request that the Planning Commission draft regulations that
mirror those in Minneapolis.
Tess Galati
Re: ORD. 17-18 — Short-Term Rental

City Council Members,
For your consideration, the news article below may be of interest in the October 4, 2017, review

and decision for adopting the proposed Short-Term Rental (STR) language, since the logic for the
STR language was based on that used to approve Uber type platforms in St. Paul—the article lists
similar concerns to those brought up during the Planning Commission STR proposed language
review process. The similarities of concern are: scrubbing of data by the platform services,
lowering regulatory and safety standards, and how employment is being defined (ex. STRs
workers are being treated as domestic vs employees with few if any protections). Also
disconcerting is the size of the companies telling cities and citizens what to do (for example,
AirBnB says they “will pay taxes IF it is reasonable”—personally I didn’t realize this was an
option—we thought we needed to pay our taxes as assessed.)
Thank you.
London says it won't renew Uber's license

CNN Money
London's transport authority announced Friday that it will not renew Uber's license, saying the
company is not "fit and proper" to operate in the city. Read the full story
Dear Planning Commission,
I would like to make an objection to the extremely large Short-Term Rental Platform Licensing FEE. Of $7000 annually.
I have a platform and it is for local use. Having such a high fee would make it impossible for any local company to
compete with Airbnb or VRBO and to provide another source for short term owners to advertise.
Is there any possible way to have a more reasonable fee for platforms that are not National to continue to operate with
properties in St. Paul. You are making it impossible for even a property owner to have his or her own website to
advertise their property as well. Giving the entire rental market place to the large companies like VRBO, Expedia or
Airbnb.
In my opinion, completely unfair to squeeze out your own local businesses that in turn spend their money in the State
and instead force all owners to have to work with the giant companies in order to rent their home.
Please consider making some sort of change for local platforms.

With Gratitude,
Lance Bondhus

St. Paul City Council
Submitted September 20, 2017 for consideration by the St. Paul City Council
(Updated to the June 2, 2017 City of St. Paul Planning Commission
Short-Term Rental, Public Hearing)
Pam and Cory Biladeau
Corban Manor Inn~~Bed and Breakfast
96 Virginia Street
St. Paul, MN 55102
City Council Members, my husband Cory and I are residents of Saint Paul, as well as licensed Bed and
Breakfast owners; we would like to thank the Planning Commission for the opportunity to speak.
Based on a study conducted by the city of Saint Paul, there are approximately 250+ unlicensed rental
properties, which the city has deemed “illegal” rentals We applaud the city officials for recognizing this,
and agree with their designation. We are here in support of the Department of Safety & Inspection’s
mission of: “To preserve and improve the quality of life in Saint Paul by protecting and
promoting
public health and safety for all.”
We absolutely love Saint Paul and are both personally and financially committed to the health and
safety of our neighborhood.
It is unclear what short-term rentals (STRs) offer that is different from what is already being provided
by the licensed lodging industry—and the need for creating the proposed language. In fact, the current
laws offer several tiered licensing levels.
1) Federal Laws already allow STRs operations during large events like the Super Bowl, where
home
owners can rent up to 15 days a year tax-free--thereafter they are considered a business. (Note:
http://homesharetwincities.weebly.com/news for STRs is recommending between 5-10 times the
regular room price during the Super Bowl--keep in mind most of the STR prices are similar to
licensed lodging and are only being doubled.)
2) For those 'that want to make a little extra money,” renting one bedroom is a very easy
process
and does not even require a CUP; nor is it expensive.
3) Renting more than one bedroom has a larger impact on a residential neighborhood and currently
requires a CUP process so residents have input on businesses opening next door. (Note: Out of the
identified 250+ STR properties, most have multiple rooms under one listing and multiple properties
so the impact on residentially zoned areas is substantially more than 250 rooms.)
4) There is also an option to request a variance allowing more than four guest-rooms.
The only real difference in the proposed language, compared to the current laws, is that it will
allow
residential neighborhoods to unabatedly become business districts without input from
residents
who would now be living next to a hotel (most residents do not know this is happening
because of
omission in fully explaining the impact of using the “family definition”. Interestingly licensed
bed and
breakfasts are limited to four guest rooms—so in addition to allowing unabated businesses
(STR’s) in
residential areas there is no limit on the number of guests or the ability to regulate abuses
if/when

there are more than the four guests who are non-related; further exacerbating the true
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impact/volume of business conducted in residential neighborhoods. Case studies show that
after
lowering their regulatory requirements (in hopes that STRs would register and pay taxes)
allowing
STRs that only 12% of the identified hosts registered. So, what makes anyone think that STRs
taxes
will suddenly be remitted and that these illegal STRs will limit guests to four non-related
adults when
they advertise 3-10 bedrooms? For example, I highly doubt that they will limit one guest to
each
bedroom in a four-bedroom home!
GAPS IN THE PROPOSED LANGUAGE
Enforcement
The proposed language also requires licensing on-line rental platforms (ex. Airbnb). However, even if
the city is successful in creating a contract with Airbnb (and the other 15 or so on-line short-term rental
platforms) to share information about who is renting; this will not capture the tax revenues for those
repeat guests who connect with hosts and rent directly (allowing both guests and hosts to avoid the 318% fees charged by on-line platforms). It also seems unrealistic that it will be possible to create an
agreement with ALL rental platforms. Hawaii and other states do not have enough regulatory staff to
monitor and enforce the licensing requirements and have implement steep penalties against STRs who
do not follow regulations and the laws. We recommend the city of St. Paul consider penalties for
noncompliance
as well.
“Family Occupancy” Definition
We strongly urge the council to not approve the proposed language; but rather decide what is truly
different about STRs and adjust that language. Our observation is that the proposed language
redefines lodging rentals as residential lodging, rather than a business. The justification is that if rooms
are being rented in a residential home, they are somehow not a business and fall under “Family
Definition”.
*Note: Family Occupancy definition does not limit the number of guests or guest rooms--Think “19
Children and counting”! Although we are told that the family definition can only be four adults—this
is a misnomer, and omission, of what this language really means; because in addition to the four
adults, it allows their grown children, their grown children and their children. HOW CAN THIS POSSIBLY
BE REGULATED?
There is an argument that STR traffic would be the same as if a family lived in the home. The difference
is that our neighbors know the people that they are inviting into their home and I can’t think of a single
neighbor that entertains guests every night, or even very frequently.
If this will not be considered, we ask the proposed language not be passed without addressing the
following:
1) Not approving the “family occupancy” definition, but instead quantify the number of guest rooms
and number of occupants for each bedroom including square footage requirements per state and
local law).
1a) Address parking and other congestion issues and define parking requirements.
1b) Block large investment groups from destabilizing a neighborhood with transient properties.
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What recourse do neighbors have to complain about increased traffic associated with this
type of

business lodging? Our concern is that there will be no recourse for the residents because the
STRs
will be in “compliance” with very few restriction. This in-turn would put the city in the position
of
limiting their ability to address resident’s complaints because STRs have few requirements
and
would be “in compliance” with these new laws.
FAIR PLAYING FIELD
The proposed language is not simply an unfair playing field--it is unjust. We made our business plan
based on current licensing laws, permitted use and zoning (which requires licensed BnBs to be 1,000
feet apart and limits guest rooms to four).
Unlike several of the STR hosts--who we have heard from first-hand, quit their jobs and are
able to
solely live on the STR income--most licensed Bed and Breakfast (BnB) owners do not make
enough
money to quit their jobs or have retirement income. The lodging industry states it takes at
least ten
guest rooms to make enough profit to serve as a sustainable single-source income. This put
into
perspective the amount of money being taken in by these STRs, who we have heard quit their
jobs
and live solely off of the STR income. We provide this amenity to the neighborhood because
we feel
that it provides a wonderful amenity to our neighborhood, it is personally fulfilling and
provides
supplemental income for the upkeep of our historic home.
FINAL COMMENTS
We believe the city has an obligation to protect their residents and uphold the current lodging laws,
permitted uses, and zoning. While STRs are a business, they have not been, nor will be held to the
same standards as licensed lodging businesses if the proposed language is approved. We love our
neighborhood and St. Paul—we are proud to share and showcase its, beauty, history and unique
character with visitors. We do not believe it is in the best interest of our residents and visitors to lower
the current regulatory standards, licensing requirements, permitted use or zoning.
Short-term rentals are nothing new! The only thing new about the “new economy” is that it is
an
underground economy where laws, permitted uses, and zoning are blatantly not followed-most
don’t follow employment laws, pay the 10.625% taxes, fees, or buy business insurance. We
were
literally laughed at by STR owners who simply couldn’t comprehend why we followed the law!!! We
explained, that we thought following the law is the bedrock of society and if laws are not followed
chaos ensues. Even with this explanation, they couldn’t understand because they couldn’t imagine
regulators will be able to make them comply.
Case studies show that lowering standards achieves minimal compliance. For example, prior to the
settlement agreement, San Francisco had required hosts to “register” with the city, however only 2100
of the 8000+ had done so. Other cities such as Charlotte NC have had a similar experience with only
12% complying with the lowered requirements. Furthermore, one STR owner in a public meeting said
that she didn’t care what the city decided, she was going to continue to rent out her five bedrooms.
We object to the unjust and disproportionate advantages being given to unlicensed STRs—we have
been held to the highest interpretation of laws while going through the CUP process, pay 10.625%

lodging and related taxes, business insurance, followed ordinances and employment laws—that were
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implemented without distinction of our small size! It appears from past actions, and based on the lack
of success by others states, that even when regulatory standards are lowered, or removed, many STRs
will be unwilling to follow the laws.
Therefore, we are asking for the same opportunity to make a living as STRs by automatically
grandfathering the following language for currently licensed bed and breakfasts:
1) Increasing the number of bedrooms from four to ten (including accessory buildings).
2) Allow unlimited numbers of employee hires.
3) Continue to designate BnBs as residential for code compliance.
PROOF THE PROPOSED LANUGAGE IS NOT NEEDED
We have heard many emotional statements about the benefits of short-term rentals. Each and every
one of these arguments can be answered by asking the question: WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH
NOT FOLLOWING THE LAW? Since, licensed BnB owners have the same concerns and provide the same
lodging services as unlicensed STRs, these “I can’t follow the law because” arguments just don’t hold
up. For Example:
• I’m not following the law because: “I couldn’t afford my current house I have” if I followed the
law.
• I’m not following the law because: “I want to be free to do the type of work I want to do.”
• I’m not following the law because: “I need the money.”
• I’m not following the law because: “I should be able to do what I want with my home.” (Try
opening a liquor store in your bedroom.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I have health issues.” (So do my husband and I and I can
certainly empathize it takes a lot of energy to host!)
• I’m not following the law because: “This is a new business model.” (Using a person’s home as
lodging is not new! Having a $31 billion dollar company calling the shots is also not new. AirBnB
says they will support paying “reasonable” taxes.” I didn’t realize I had the subjective choice of
paying taxes and determining how much I would pay.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I already pay property taxes on my home.” (Try telling that
to the IRS who clearly defines income from STRs as taxable income!)
• I’m not following the law because: “I support visitors to spend money in the area.” (Your saying
that licensed lodging or being licensed would prohibit this. Really? We actually do this AND pay
taxes, fees, follow employee laws, AND support visitor centers via membership fees all while
being licensed and following the law!)
• I’m not following the law because: “I serve as ambassador to visitors, especially those from
other countries.” (I didn’t realize that the people we hosted from China, Afghanistan,
Zimbabwe, etc. couldn’t be hosted if you were licensed.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I offer a unique experience” from licensed lodging (Try
telling that to the pre-post operation guests that we provided bendable straws, water carafes,
pop cycles, ice packs, tables next to the bed, etc. all while being licensed.)
• I’m not following the law because: “I keep my yard picked up, mowed, house painted and make
improvements.” (Seriously, you’re using the threat of not following yet another law as a
bargaining chip as to why you are not following the lodging laws?)
• I’m not following the law because: “Summit University has a lot of money and we don’t.”
(Really? Many of the residents bought their homes in the 70’s and fought to create the
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beautiful neighborhood we have today. Interestingly many of the STR who have testified own
homes that are more expensive than ours!)
• I’m not following the law because: “I didn’t save money (because in another business, I

followed employment laws and paid employees well.)”
• I’m not following the law because: “STR traffic would be the same as if a family lived in the
home.” (The real difference is that our neighbors know the people that they are inviting into
their home and I can’t think of a single neighbor that entertains guests every night, or even very
frequently.)
MULTI-PROPERTY INVESTMENT GROUPS
We are concerned about the non-owner occupied, multi-property STRS:
• Multi-property owners make up six percent of the hosts on Airbnb, but bring in 40 percent of
Airbnb’s revenue. In other words, a lot of the hosts on Airbnb and other rental platforms are
large multi-property investors.
• Members of the Vacation Rental Alliance of Minnesota have a $15,000.00 “International Service
Provider Membership”. (Compared to Minnesota Bed and Breakfast Association whose
maximum membership is $700 for members with 50 rooms or more; most pay under $300.00).
This is not your “just trying to make a little extra money” group. No wonder they want to have
the City pass language that changes residential zoning into business districts and bypass current
residential zoning requirements for lodging.
CONCLUSION
We ask the city to please consider using the current lodging licensing laws and permitted use and
zoning--with the exception of adding the single difference with STRs and allowing the option to not
serve breakfasts.
Thank you for your consideration of these requests and opportunity to give input.

Professional Association of Innkeepers International, “News You Can Use”
March 8, 2017 Newsletter
Excerpt from: Airbnb Agreements with State and Local Tax Agencies
A Formula for Undermining Tax Fairness, Transparency and the Rule of Law

AIRBNB is coming to your town - and we're not referencing only the 'hosts' - the company
continues its efforts to evade the regulations addressing safety, local codes, and support of
tourism marketing thru taxation throughout the country. We share the entire update with you, our
readers, as we advocate for fair & just regulations for all providers of lodging.
Washington, D.C. -- A new report outlining the dangers to states and municipalities of the tax
agreements some have been entering into with lodging behemoth Airbnb has been released
today, Tuesday, March 7th. Tax administration expert Dan R. Bucks, who was Executive
Director of the Multistate Tax Commission and ran the Montana Dept. of Revenue authored the
study.
In a conference call this afternoon, Bucks made the following statement:
"Having studied 12 of the 200 supposed 'voluntary tax agreements' Airbnb has entered into with
states and localities - nearly all of which have been kept secret at Airbnb's demand - it is clear
they are actually not tax agreements at all, and they do nothing to insure the right amount of tax
will be collected."
"The agreements Airbnb is getting states and cities to sign do not require Airbnb to disclose all
information relevant to its tax status, and they consciously shield with secrecy the identity and
addresses of local lodging operators, or 'hosts' as Airbnb calls them. They do not contain actual
tax information. In short, they do not do what normal tax agreements do."
"So, what are these agreements? They are, in truth, rules that grant special privileges to Airbnb
and its lodging operations. They are rules because they cover multiple decisions - not just tax
issues - sprawling across a range of policy and administrative issues by:
• giving unjustified amnesty to Airbnb and its lodging operators,
• granting broad tax and regulatory benefits to a large class of unidentified beneficiarieslodging
operators-who are not signatories of the agreements,
• creating unusual and unprecedented limits on tax administration-especially audits and
information sharing-that are a radical departure from normal practices and undermine the

proper accountability for taxes collected, reported and paid,
• shielding in multiple layers of secrecy the identity and location of lodging operators to
prevent the enforcement of tax and regulatory laws that affect public health and safety
and the quality of community life, and
• restricting the public, the media and other agencies from knowing about and participating
in the public policy decisions made in these agreements."
"The Airbnb lodging most relevant are commercial-style facilities with one to several units
where the operators do not live in them but rent them out full-time. This is not home-sharing.
While home-sharing is often legal, commercial-style rentals more likely violate zoning or
housing laws. Airbnb's revenue growth is shifting toward commercial-style lodging, so hiding
these facilities from public agencies to keep them from being shut down for zoning or housing
violations benefits Airbnb's revenues."
"It is a myth that Airbnb employs a special business model deserving special treatment. Airbnb
uses an old model, well-known in taxation. Airbnb is a retailer working with lodging operators their 'hosts' - who are wholesalers delivering the final product to the consumer. For tax purposes,
states have designed dual reporting with a coordinated, single payment system to fit this model.
There is nothing new here that justifies these agreements with their special features."
"The report analyzes the texts of 12 publicly released Airbnb agreements. There are reportedly
200 such agreements, most of which are being held secret for now. These 12 agreements do not
contain anything confidential. Since Airbnb has sought similar agreements across the country, it
is likely the bulk of the remaining agreements should also be released publicly."
The report calls upon agencies to stop signing Airbnb's deeply flawed agreements. The
agreements provide unjustified and unprecedented favoritism for Airbnb and its lodging
operators through a broad range of tax and regulatory handouts not available to other citizens and
businesses. The gifts these agreements grant to Airbnb and its operators are unfair to other
taxpayers, to lodging competitors and to citizens simply looking for a place to live.
"The agreements do not even guarantee that Airbnb's lodging tax payments will be full and
accurate. Airbnb gets to keep its books and records secret from tax agencies and provide only
anonymous data for tax auditors-data that could be fact or fiction. These provisions insulate
Airbnb from accountability for the taxes they pay. While there is no evidence of tax abuses-only
a thorough, independent audit of books and records could determine that - and the agreements
appear specifically designed to make audits impossible or as difficult as possible.
"As a final note, I would hope the press would consider independent action of its own to seek
release of more of these agreements to the extent that they do not contain confidential
information. We see no evidence that any of them appear to."
Dan Bucks has served as Director of the Montana Department of Revenue (2005-2013) and as
Executive Director of the Multistate Tax Commission (1988-2004). Prior to that he held
executive positions in both Montana and South Dakota state governments back to 1971. He
currently serves as a revenue policy and administration consultant and is a contributor to State
Tax Notes. A copy of the report is
available: https://www.ahla.com/sites/default/files/Airbnb_Tax_Agreement_Report_0.pdf
####
From: Casey Nordendale [mailto:cnordendale@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 3:00 PM
Subject: Oppose the Proposed Short Term Rental Ordinance
Hello,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the short term rental ordinance being considered by the council. As the ordinance
is drafted it appears to be 1) confusing, 2) punitive, and 3) onerous. I would add that the issues it attempts to address,
are not actually issues in general. Off-street parking is not typically a a problem in most St. Paul communities, and when

it is there is already parking ordinances in place. Social gatherings are not typically issues either and quite frankly are
more of a concern for a short term rental host than the city.
As an AirBnb traveler it is clear to me that there are a ton of benefits to Airbnb, and short term rentals in general. As a
traveler it is great to be able to connect with people that live in the community (domestically and internationally). I have
found it a great way to learn about the town I am visiting, the stores, restaurants, coffee shops in the local communities
that would have been missed if I were staying at a hotel. I have also thought that the hosts I have met over the years are
just terrific people! I think that it's great that technology has made it possible for people to leverage what they own and
make money from it. For some it is the difference between a nice lifestyle, and one where it is hard to make ends meet
while also benefiting travelers and the communities being visited.
In summary, please oppose this ordinance and instead pass one more like the one in Minneapolis which is clear, logical
and most importantly founded in fairness.

Best Regards,
Casey

